
Information or instructions: Final judgment in a Non Jury case 
 
1. The following form records the decision reached by the court in a case and, if applicable, 
the answers to the issues decided by a  judge instead of a jury. 
 
2. The judgment is the final statement that concludes the litigation at the district or county 
court level; it is a prerequisite to the appeal process. 
 
3. In the event that an appeal is not taken, the judgment is the court's final decision 
applicable to the dispute. 
 
4. See Rules of Texas Civil Procedure 300-314 applicable to judgment. 
 
5. The following form assumes that the case was tried before a judge instead of a jury. 
 
6. The judgment form also assumes that the plaintiff shall recover from defendant the 
principal moneys enumerated in the judgment together with pre- and post judgment interest. The 
judgment form awards reasonable attorney fees with interest. 
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Form:  Judgment for non jury trial 
 

CAUSE NUMBER _____________________ 
 

[Name], 
PLAINTIFF 

 IN THE [Type of Court] COURT  

 
vs. 

 [Court number] 

[Name], 
DEFENDANT 

 OF [NAME], COUNTY, TEXAS 

 
JUDGMENT FOR NON JURY TRIAL 

 
 On ___________________, the court called this case for trial. 

 Plaintiff, [Name], by Plaintiff's attorney of record, and Defendant, [Name], by Defendant's 

attorney of record announced ready for trial. 

 The court determined that it had jurisdiction over the parties and subject matter of this case. 

 The parties waived trial by jury and submitted all matters in controversy both factual and 

legal, to the court.   

 The cause then proceeded to trial with the making of opening statements by the parties and 

the introduction of evidence.  Thereafter both parties rested their cases in open court, and the 

evidence was closed. 

 The court renders judgment for [the winning party’s name] 

 [the winning party’s name] moved for a judgment; the court considered the motion and 

rendered a judgment for [the winning party’s name] 

[Take Nothing Judgment] 

 Therefore the court ORDERS that [Losing Party’s Name] shall [take nothing against [the 

wining party’s name and if applicable:  [the Wining party’s name shall recover from [Name] the 
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losing party’s name  the winning party’s name cost s for defending this case, and that execution 

shall issue for this judgment.]  

[Money Judgment in favor of one party] 

[The winning party’s name] recover from [the losing party’s name] the sum of $ [Amount] 

[if applicable the winning party also recovers:] pre-judgment interest at the rate of  [Interest rate] 

percent (%) per annum from the date of this judgment until the judgment is paid, post-judgment 

interest at the rate of [Interest rate] percent (%) per annum from the date of this judgment until the 

judgment is paid, reasonable attorney fees in the sum of $[Amount] and the costs incurred in 

prosecuting this case. 

Therefore let execution issue for this judgment. [the winning party’s name] is allowed those 

writs and processes as may be necessary in the enforcement and collection of this judgment. 

 All relief not expressly granted by this judgment is denied. 

Signed on __________________. 
 
 

____________________ 
JUDGE PRESIDING 

 
APPROVED AS TO FORM AND SUBSTANCE: 
 
_____________________________ 
[Law Firm’s or Attorney’s Name] 
Attorney for [Plaintiff or Defendant] 
[Address] 
[Telephone & facsimile numbers] 
Texas Bar no. [Number] 
 
APPROVED AS TO FORM ONLY: 
 
_____________________________ 
[Law Firm’s or Attorney’s Name] 
Attorney for [Plaintiff or Defendant] 
[Address] 
[Telephone & facsimile numbers] 
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Texas Bar no. [Number] 
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